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Tron legacy light jet

August 5, 2018 Introduction and Was Released by Disney in Heritage to Paretha Ton 2010 but I didn't see it until early this year (better late than I never think). I remember watching the original Trun movie in the early 80s and, like many, having in fear of incredible computer generated graphics. Of course they'll keep laughing today. I love the second film and
it seemed a shame that Disney can think of a third. Obviously, in the scene where c.l.U., Ransalar, and one of the few hanka pilots followed The Flynns and Quorra in their three-man version in the light of man is one of my favorites and I got attracted with a man ship. I just love design and texture and I'm deep to see if I can make a flight. The vehicles for the
Ton heritage were designed by Daniel Simon and technically a man, I should be called to craft it as a light jet based on his title. The following pictures are attached via their website. Daniel's pictures are amazing and some of the handicraft details are really useful to work, how some of the institutions are included, how shadows are displayed, where the curve
dwells. The goals for the project are fine, clearly it has to be built, it looks cool, and let it fly. But I think there are a couple of challenges that will be interesting to deal with. First of all, it is not located on wing per fosalagi. Instead it is located on v-poonch through the pyloons. In my best effort I would like to copy this feature without fraud. The second challenge
is that the aircraft is organized, there is almost nowhere in front of it to add weight. The only viable option is weight (in the form of batteries, electronics, or dead weight) included in front of the pylons. Looking at the planning approach I think I may need to move the pylons to make this approach work. Also, if I plan to put batteries in PMD, at least goper
diameter will need to be in the 2'-3 range and at the same time take on additional scale will need a huge build. This is it for now on the light jet. The only other toadthat I thought was interesting. That Daniel Simon Cow? He also designed the delivery for it: The Last Modified: August 11, 2018 August 5, 2018 In Introduction, I stated that Daniel Simon's pictures
were the best starting points for aircraft design. But three theories they are not. In fact there are no good three ideas that I can find. So I decided to set up some Daniel's original artwork and screen profile, plan, and front ideas from the film that I would need. I can use this profile picture on daniel simon-no 100% live profile but I can make it work. Then I took
youtube to capture some screen from the video of the light jet scene. It will work for a planning approach...... And it will work for a head view, who you know that your first letters of you have seen it Had already started on a schach model of it, so I'll already work this picture (ish). But the pictures are not perfect and some of the concept art ready for models are
some of the inconsicentencies and how this model actually published in the film. Initial drawing plan view drawing is then planned to prepare it in the scatch using the screen arrest picture. Wing, V-tail, and gopper are only as prepared as possible. Only one half of the project scene is needed. Pic displays panels in solid shape (above) and using x-ray
approach (below) you can see the original airplane in the background. Ignore the dimensions shown for now. These were included so that I would be able to measure different ideas (plan, profile, front) with each other, one step you would normally do using a regular three-point approach. The front approach drawing was mostly used to set some ammo
around the angle for v-poonch and wing. Although the picture is not in front of 100% , it will work and I can modify as the design develops later. So I have ~25 degrees (horizontally) for each of the v-tail (v-tail angle is a little bit larger than the 130 degrees, which I read about v-tail). But it's a good approach. Also thought about it ~ 6 or 7 degrees down the
angle on the root section of the wing. I'm assuming the rest is wing level. Finally, I can use this approach to set a shape for the grill. Once again, solid and X-ray ideas are presented in the pic. View profile Initial profile drawing mostly helps capture the form of fosalagi for a better period of desire. It also provides a second look at the v-poonch and goper setup
which will help establish the positions of these parts in the final model. Fan and V-Poonch modeling. The next up plan was to take the wing and V-Poonch panel from the perspective and set the angle in place of 3D. It requires creating a new panel that can be circulated at the desired angle and then changing points from the original flat piece to that level. The
same approach was used on the v-poonch section. A sadol air sheet model was mostly included in the SS to improve the look of the model. That being said, I have been very impressed by the ft edge construction and performance so there is a possibility of using it to template. These airsheet items are grouped with the original flat panel in the swatch so I'm
trying the model depending on whether any part can look or hide. The next up was to rearrange the map of these pieces on the project's perspective that their local position in the model could be established. When the original flat panel was developed I maintained the centre line of the gopper in the panel so that after the angle adjusting the parts can be
attached to the goper perfectly and be in the right position. Here is the planning approach with parts and you can see how they fit into 3D space now. With goper's simple cylinder model, and wing one Attached, the image of the image can be copyed into the model to get a feel for how she is going to look. Although it looks fine, I'm a little concerned in the
view that V-Poonch is very flat. So I made another one in + 10 degrees (panel down in the next pic). It will reduce the v-poonch angle by 130 degrees to 110, which is more common but it is too high to keep the form accordingly. I don't need to lock in one or the other yet, later the switch to the scatch should be very easy. Back to the profile perspective,
tracking the fossalagi at this time. I left the Gopper Center Line in the place of helping align with the 3D model. This step is ok to use all methods of curved bits to get its exact shape but eventually, to convert to the foamboard, some of the curved letters will need to be straight out to the normal parts. The 3D shape can be taken from a couple of images for the
sunn. The capture of a screen of the jet set in the film shows that the basic shape rings in the beadvi/circular/egg-shaped type and they are all very shaped (which makes things easier). From one of the pictures behind the craft you can get an estimated view of the shape. So a simple circle was added in shape, then the width was reduced and finally, the
lower part of the ingoti was completed a little bit less. It will be the ex of the body in the stake for the test model. It's hard to tell if this is a valid representation of the full fusalagi-a-su-section but I think it will do the trick. Next is the profile view of the kit in the management parts. It is understood that I am going to use the score kit/gorilla gourd/sugarcane/frame
approach, I need to keep in mind that with straight lines I want to maintain four, maybe five parts, with some curved lines. Okay- because of that the end of 6 parts. Now these profiles and the-ink are getting to build outside of profile 3D. The former is copied to every part of this profile that has centers attached (1). Then it is the former size so that the former
has met the top profile and the former stay center (2) on the center line. The former is rechanging again, currently just inches to the bottom of the former so that it aligns with the bottom of the profile (3). Finally, salaka (4) is planned in the formers. This project king piece is a little bit needy. Although the swatch tool has an exographic type (called push/sh) I find
that slow inclusion-by-points-by-hand method gives me better control of how the part ends. With a half plan, its image of the image can be made in such a way that the model of all is now modeling. Using gopper lines as a guide, this piece can now be inserted into the goper part of a wing/v-poonch/model. See well at this point. Need to be the front idol to
finish. The highlight part in the following picture is that it needs to be removed from the front. This part is a copy, Up, and extruded is in a 3D shape that can be matched. Here are two pieces. Then two pieces of faces are interted and are produced by it is used to refine the material from the front of the quadrinous. Next up is the intake of the light engine.
Taking shape from head on screen arrest, a 3D element was developed in the same manner in which the same was done. Then it was inserted into the current model and was accelerated to fit. It covers all of the important elements for much more design and is much more in detail here for building a Chuck Glydor. Details will be added to the existing sections
in front of the next design and are thinking about how the interior structure looks. But first of all.... One of the challenges for building it is to be able to balance aircraft upproperiatal on scale. Online CG callicloters have almost the outstanding approach where cutting two cool known well-known wells (the actual length ignores here, before this model was
properly accelerated). This plan was to use batteries placed in the pyang ons to help achieve this balance. This means that the pyloons battery needs to be quite large in Qatar to be held. If I go to the 4S EDF approach, then goper 4S 2200mAh batteries will need ~ 2.8 inches in Qatar to hold. If I use a support except EDF and instead, I may be away from
small pyloons but it can go far beyond a malaise to avoid additional balance issues. So if I need the current model 2.8 inch Gopper Diameter, how big will it be? Well, the persion will be 116 inches! It's about 10 feet way from which I plan to build the model. I was hoping to build a scale of 40 to 50 inches. Well plan B included expanding in the hope that the
batteries were large in Qatar to hold that it would not destroy the look of the aircraft. I put two of them together, one cylinder one and one imactive which looks like some of the visualimages. So how does a 40-inch perversion look with their extension? too bad. And it gets worse, because at that time I admitted that he seemed tighter than batteries— so there
would be a 70mm EDF fit? Not! Finally, after a large number of scanning and squeeze components, I guess that 72 inch is possible over the fon, not so big that it will not fit in my car (I think) and is big enough to just get everything. But I'd need to consider it a lot more. After a while...... Well-I think I'll go with the 72-ish inch version (I can trem a little bit of the
fans and be a little bit wide). Instead of screening my fat to confirm that she would fit, I stuck a quick model of the pareus and checked the fit like that. (nope-I didn't attract it, I downloaded it from the Scch 3D warehouse). After a little more correction and re-changing I think I finally got everything to fit in. the 5 percent massively and I lowered the angle of v-
poonch so that EDF could fit. From Pic you can see that the emphasis for EDF is still a bit behind the tube intervention but I think it will be fine. Battery pods don't look too bad on this scale and I think I want to go with the Iascar prism version at the end because they have a little more room. Rider I'd like to do something a little more 3D for riding on this model,
but it will still be very easy as a fully 3D rider will waste EDF. I tried to draw a profile based on the picture and then position this flat raider in the center of the model. Added some depth to the torso and the organ angle....... And it fits the craft in a reasonable way. Now don't spend much time on it but I'm going to get the head right so it looks less like a Star War
war-droid. December 12th, 2018 man-on-this was the last update beginning September, needed to get my boom in gear. Since September I have been thinking how to put together and also thinking about scale, wangludading, weight etc. Well now I expect it will be put in the 3.5-0000-ish range in which wing loading (WCL) is around 15-ish. This is a problem
because the scale allows for just a 70mm EDF from which I expect to get up to £2-2.5. To include in my concerns, I decided to see that I could not do anything as practice in frustration in part without any wood or carbon fiber, and partly to maintain weight. Gopper/Seikoh. Gopper worked a little bit on the mountain. Basically it will be a two-component deal-a
datfb square section that will be minged and the cuff that connect to the goper. So I looked close at some of the pictures, the piece between Lee and Gopper was a lot better than I actually thought so I took advantage of it. This pic shows how pieces come together. On the other side of the ma'aing will be joining The Barga from where two will be brachad with
some foamboard. This bracing piece can fill the entire reicras section so I can use it as a growing plate for EDF. V-Poonch is easy to make and goper Now I'm not going to use some type of airsheet for V-poonch, I changed it with a simple flat panel in which I think there will be a double-screen of the foamboard. When I was working on Gopper I also did the
main goper and added for a very long time who would catch battery pods. Hopefully these are the way too long but I had to confirm it was best that I could verify that I could balance the plane properly. Because this extension will slide into the main goper, by then it will be easy to reduce them that they are the right length, at which point I will let them down.
Next up I will need to work on the wing and how it will mount for Gopper. The update started trying to design the Wing December 20, 2018. The first decision is what goes wing Goper or Goper goes through the wing. From some pictures I think Gopper is completely attached by the wing. I like it in the concept because the thiker wing root can be strong and I
can have more level area for glyng. This is done by additional spars to provide additional power/support. I used a plug-in that I prepared to make the fans in the swatch. Provides you with a file that includes air sheet points and then you can also add four different parts, including, per cent thickness, one and dihedral for each section. The plug-in then unfolds a
wing half model and parts in 3D too. Here is a wing ready for light jet using the NACA0010 profile. Then I can take the 3D wing and fit it up to the plane 175% root-tag version-does not close much gopper and it is the same model with a 200% thickness (which ends up 20% because I am using THE NACA0010 airsheet). It works a better job but maybe a little
thicker 22nd 2018 finally got populated on the thickness of a wing and revised to a little easier but the air sheet for the sudol, which is like the FT Edge Wing. This wing is a box that will have the thickness of the foamboard in consideration. The mabang is modeling all the way to the tup but I will reduce it to about 50-75% to save the weight of the external wing
panel. I like the way that Gopper will go through the ma'unga but it's going to be a tight fit, which probably is not a bad thing. Then a second mare that will arm the pin wing goper. Getting closer to creating the first draft set of planning. To add to the stake model just a couple of small parts and I should be ready to start 3D parts for projects. January 7, 2019 will
support this by adding a live post to provide additional power. Also part to further extend the revision seat portion. As it will interfere with edf, it will remove some of the soI foamboard when it is installed. Also decided to make the circular feature in front of the seat section in which the seat section will be suspended from the roof. January 8, 2019 Ti3d died on
the rest of the model where I was happy that I had covered the stuff necessary to create a set of projects. The pieces appear (I was a little surprised how many there are). It will be converted to a daxf file and deposited for printing in the Duublackid XT. Should start construction soon. August 5, 2018 January 24th, 2019 model is sitting on, full, on the bench.
Just need a paint job. It is that I am unlikely to rebuild if it fails badly first, so I should finish building it before i encourage it. Warning-many before the photo and abuse of the foamboard. Also I remember that I have set up an additional rule for me to use only the foamboard and the gulland not use any wood, metal, or carbon fiber kumk. You Look i didn't
manage it enough- but I got very close. The initial plan version was 60 pages that wondered in the plans! And this one is a one-way project– that is, I just have each part of it on one side of it which is by the plane (fin, pyloons, battery pods, half a v-poonch etc). Each part joined pages to create templates. Set part i did not cut any foamboard for a couple of
weeks so I started with something simple (and not particularly important). Add the usual cut/score part to the cut/score reduction/sugar cane and hot gourd portion and add gorilla gourd for its part/frame. The Pyang ons proved very difficult. The part itself is very direct but I thought I would add an inner arm of the foamboard with the hope that the torsaonal
strength of the part and the overall drithing would increase. The plan supports the hole for the goper and align marks for wing-pin( shifting some features by cut and planning on the other side). These extra holes are not cut until it is completely dry. The part is dry fit in its frame before glyng. The first goper was to collect and frame the outer-bed, then slide this
into the inner-salin e-gour and goper. It did not work well. Take a peto-sage, cover it with oil, and push it into a 1/2 inch pipe- then you'll understand how hard it has become. Eventually I got about 1/2 of the up-the-sin sin. I finished to cut the other half and at the other end Showang who did some work but Gopper had a little twist in it so I kept the weight across
the frame to make sure the part dried straight away. For the second goper I already implemented and taped the inner-sand and entered the goper before the outer part was folded. He worked a little better. Overall, the pyloons came out quite well and worked out in the end however, I think there are improvements that can be made here and ideally I will check
out more than one option (including no inner-one) to see which is best. The three sections in the middle of the Pibur-central section were already built because they were the key to collecting the necessary support requirements for the pyloons. Gopper support parts are supported by an inner Y frame through which the pyloons are supported and snowbrushed
in goper. They are also supported by outdoor dry skin using an ingoti that sits between Snowgal and Goper. Finally, the EDF holder (which is basically a plate) will be gued to give some extra stiffness to support y frames and gopers. These are the projects required for the parts...... Y parts for frames, two box section pieces that go through the side wall and a
direct post.... Parts that sit between Gopper and him...... And the EDF holder and the additional Y frame is the comek piece that is glued on the back of the Y frame. The parts were guerrilla-gued and were gathered in the frame. to The leaves were cut to the front and dry fit, just to see how the final would look. The set part was dry too. The construction in the
Y-frame assembly had to think of early wire management and support extensions and battery wires that needed to be installed within the Y frame. The small resin was cut from the y frame parts to allow wires to be transferred through Y frame parts and edf holder plate. Battery wires were mapped against dry fit goper and were cutting just enough time to get
out in front of gopper. This is how far I felt once I needed battery pods. The wires were installed in each part of the Y frame pieces in which each other needs to be installed from outside and inside the lued. It needs to be careful to hit 88mph per hour with this. Once the Y frame was installed in the front-glazed section, edf holders and Y-comeks were the most
on the plate. The rest of the gued then were present on the back parts and gopper was supported on that side. This aspect is essential to ensure that they fit the flash by the abyss. Before wing spars PBC for PIA, I wanted to build this wing and fans so I could check that they would ride on the pyloons properly. I did not want to graphics around it until the fan
was attached. The fans are a little hard. The root section is very thicknessy, forward with the familiar edge and with a negative conical (inhel). It is then a key wing level which is joined. Sections are sidd. Spars are parts using b-parts. There are two minged parts for each wing half. The extra small parts will be minged and the goper will push through that are
lock the pin, close the wing. The parts were cut and lued and framed. The aid extensions were pre-installed before he ran through The Borga. I think in the hindsite it was a mistake because he had the final installation of the wing on goper which is really difficult in terms of wire management. I did little wakes which would set the root and angle of the main
correctly when they were glued. It seemed to work well. However, when the time came to add the root section to the main part of this wing, there was a slight masalganamant of the masolong on each wing. The Pylons root will be run through the center of the mabenga so the proper hole was cut and the part was dry fit on the goper. Small flat plates were cut
and gluged in front of the bungalow and jointly behind it to provide extra power. These gorillas were blueed so that the parts were wrapped in painter tape. Once the gull was set then to make sure that all the square and real fans had that all the square and true fins were constructed by the same half the foamboard would mare the above and two sadol
airsheet parts. to The wing section was first stuck by the Gulwang-Bangra place and the chewing and ayravon aid installed. Tests were checked again in Gopper Babraga to ensure that the wing panel and goper were square. The wing was tied in three stages. The first LE was attached and was glued for the maing. Then The Start of The Ayravan was to get
the TE-glued from the root. Finally, outboard TE for Alravan was luged down on the bench to provide a slight down turn (to provide some vashuvat) to the top. The root parts of each wing half were installed by fold on the mabenga. The wing level flat was luged to the underside baira and then the wing was attached to it so that the upper level could also be
luged to the ming. TE was last blued. Once the root parts were set, the resins were cut for goper. Unfortunately, although the goper interface with the rele wing was marked correctly, cutouts didn't actually install Gopper. So the lower goper needs to expand a little and cut as a bit of a bit so that it can then be pushed into the wing, then move through the hole
in the mathing. Once it was confirmed that the pfusalagi ons would fit, it was time they were to ride their mountain. Gopper has got a large number of times fit to install it to ensure that the support was good contact with frame and side support. Once happy with the fit, both the pglued ons were y frame dandy and gorilla at the same time to support the side. A
support piece was developed in which the level of pylons with the glo and square would set up. The fans were dry just to get a look just how shape was prepared. EDF Loud Tube and Install Loud Tube was pretty standard rental. I use old head acetates to make it because its reasonable light, and bends very well. The part was implemented on tape, and
affexia for EDF with extreme lymping tape. The way was the veas to give 2.3 inches to 90-95% FSA. Edf space is then glued. V-tail V-tail are double thickness fomes, folded as a piece along a well-known edge and gorilla-glowed. The possession control inside this section was placed along the surface to create the highly captured tape strip. When the gloss
was set, the possession line score was cut on the tape and then an abe was cut about 1/8th inch back. It was my intention not to use any wood, carbon fiber or metal on this construction but v-dum was the first (and last) opportunity where I had to break this self-implementing rule. There was no way they were going to support their own weight at the root
without some compact which came in the form of short length of paint and installed in a trench kit at the root of the back of each V. The original foamboard tabs were removed. The cervas were also ponked in the underside of each vein. Finally the v-tail was installed on the air frame with wood support. The opening of the Y frame which was a marriage with
Goper. Electric wires and Alravon aid extensions were slow to the opening in front of v-poonch before the installation wing, until I was not happy with the fit. Install stals that are included in carefully applying the amount of aperture on the goper and sliding the wing into position. Two foamboard pans were then put through the root of the mathing, through the
goper and into the interior of the maing. After the fins and pylons were set up in the frame, with support under the fans to set them properly to the gloset. This process went very well except for the Alravan rescue connection. I mix through spars means that they need to add the pin's content and another short extension so that I can catch the wires of the
firmness as i enter the pin. It was very dirty. Once the gull was set, the support was removed and I was very happy with the lack of slop in the fans. Yeah, there was a little flex with Gopper, but not important. Battery Pods contain a tube next to each battery pod pod and to boost the pod itself. These were straight forward and the parts of the gull. Once the tube
was set up, they were luged through the wall behind the pods which included double-tits of foam. Before installing the pods permanently, I made a final check that would fit fully into the collected plane vehicle. Electric wires were slowed down by tubes in the pods and units were gloed into the pyloons. It was placed with some painter tape during the global set.
The Pekoko battery was cut into the pods and added to the inner floor to hold some valcour batteries in position. When the pods were set, I was not more than happy how the tubes were. When a 2200mAh 4S battery was installed in each pod, they were a little seriously. So time to break the rule again and add some carbon fiber tubes to the bottom of the
tube. He helped a lot. Power wires 2 14-gage wires now run through gopper from each pod. Of course I didn't label them and they're all red. I used a multimeter which was the wire which was before the different connector suiding. I would like to use the wire wrap method for such soldering two-ningy ends to be soldered firmly with a narrow brown wire and
then just flood the joint. A little heat shrinks and their done. Can be luged in seat space with the wired. The last pieces were added to join the remaining parts. Paint and stripes. The paint work was the only one, black, to cover approximately 3-4 light coats. Then the pronunciation was added using an orange tape (a slighter tube tape than a little). The film
retained the main stripes/the patins from the plane and was somewhat ridiculously a small advertisement. Tape is a little bit of a look 5 feet radius but I'm sure it will look fine in the air (if never). The picture built before the last. Thus built indita (but not repaired.... ) August 5, 2018 Post actually reserved for additional construction materials which were not
needed. Last Modified: Nov 28, 2019 August 5, 2018 Results a great time design and build it and I think the final product looked very cool. Although I'm not exceptional in his flight performance (or lack thereof) more I look at this last attempt, the more I believe he was flying fine until I intervened with some stick input. Less dali and more expo i can get in the
first few seconds past. That being said, clearly the lack of unrelated ceif seif for The PBC-to-from-from-the-to-peto section was a weak approach that showed itself during some perspectives. I think it was fixed with some safe tubes he would definitely catch on the flight. How hard it is to strip down it.... Definitely worth another shot. Last Modified: February 28,
2019 October 11, 2018 How I ignored it. That will be for sure after that. Great start Desham. Wonder how many total pieces will be built with all these angles and things will stick out everywhere. See how I overlooked it in 2018, so it's beating the edge. That will be for sure after that. Great start Desham. Wonder how many total pieces will be built with all these
angles and things will stick out everywhere. It's beating the edge so look 540 thanks! I don't think it will have as many parts as 540 but it's not going to be an easy build by any continuous! Update the design post with the latest work where I am trying to include details that they will be built originally. Edit:-Afh-Focused Design Post December 21, 2018 Can
barely focus on viewing this small phone ATM. Will return with fresh eyes and first read on the post and catch details on what you have done. In this picture I can see there will be a crowd Of Venisa for sure. January 5, 2019 Thanks man! Some r&amp;are have been away with the country so the next day or so it will be back in it. I think I'm ready to start
cutting some FBs. Time is getting a little tight January 15, 2019 has made quite good progress on construction, just didn't get the opportunity to write and/or build pictures. Overall, it's a little bit uncooked around the wells, but it's going to be there. Some pictures of parts fit dry with each other. January 15, 2019 Your makes never end surprise me! January 22,
2019 getting there. In two minds about that. On one hand I think he looks great and is recreating a reasonable range of model loyalty. On the other hand I can't find this hot-fiji sure he will fly-no probs realize it. The season should be good this week and is the objectionable first success I think I will finish it, the paint and stripes, and I pictured some trophies
before starting it in the hands Gods next weekend. January 22, 2019 Well, it looks great. So even if it does not go the least, it will look good! Good luck, hope to see some vid of this flight! January 23, 2019 Build it pleases me. I want this well carbon edifice in the future so you may need a damy tao to balance it. Maybe I remembered something but where are
you planning to put the battery? Page 2 January 23, 2019 Build it pleases me. I want this well carbon edifice in the future so you may need a damy tao to balance it. Maybe I remembered something but where are you planning to put the battery? Thanks! The final model has a passenger ready (there are some pictures in the design thread). I'll probably sit first
to protect the traveler's life (and also to reduce it to EDF's obstacles). Batteries (2 x 4S 2200mAh) are in the front of the p-ons, this is the only way in which the plane can balance. You never finished to surprise me! Thanks guys! January 23, 2019 Yes, I did not have guns that actually suggest that. It's hard to know how big these gun tips are. I know stick
batteries may fit but they are a little old school, or even run an 'aa' or 'a' line. January 27, 2019 Wow Mate who looks so beautiful and unique to fly all the paint like this. Instead make another n-test flight.  January 29, 2019 Wow I hope it flys, it's me want to go on my tie-strykar/re-the-re-per. good luck. Last Modified: Jul 29, 2019 January 29, 2019 Most of
my aircraft screwing tape as well as colour. Honestly, if you want to get it right, I think that's the hard way to get the tape going. You have a lot of cutting to make it look great. Paint, while the detail work is proficient, is just a small point and spray with. Thanks guys for me at least January 29, 2019 January 29, 2019! Unfortunately- he did not fly. I twice. Even a
decent effort is not like throwing a rock. I will post any post-photo of the massacre with the flash analysis and a way forward, so one is. Oh well, at least I got the picture of the trophy. January 29, 2019 Today rock-like performance is difficult to tell. As it was clear after the construction was over, I was not going to hit my target of 56 oz. Finished at 58-59. The
70mm EDF and tube is just put out 40-az static but i though with a tough enough start, I can fly in one to get it 0.65-ish weight. I started the last night at home (loaded, loaded, it used two small holes on it to make it just behind c/down to the CG, and gave it wide open pressure. I felt the wing is so long, I was hit myself behind the head. Note yourself, keep it
high when you launch. Secondly I felt that under complete pressure he was pushing the plane (and down) on my hand. It was fine but redeveloped. I checked the EDF alignment and Seemed fine. Borges fly R3 for hot and up the diamonds and toes on the stuck. Shrem says, in my first attempt to get started His high and clear and left arm went by to hold my
head cleft. So he sideway down and went a little bit harder. Not much damage, one of the battery pods and a gopper came a little bit of a disamsonant. Repair some hot glow and extremely baking tape field and they were good to go. On the second launch I succeeded in keeping my big head out of the way but they flew directly into the ground. I doubt edf is
pushing a little bit more and I can't get it to accelerate it before reaching zero height. The other time L was out of the field, the loss was but I think I can get back along with it. The question is what to do next. I check edf to check and I can confirm that it's satisfaction due to a push. But I'm smart from finding it and even if, I throw its backup so much power. So
I'm also considering including two motors/in front of the pyllons. For an extra 8-10 oz weight I should be able to get 30 more oz which will give me a little 1:1 weight more. The fans should be big enough to carry weight. Just need to think a little bit about it. January 29, 2019 The man that is inimitable, it was a beauty. Looking at this, I see no reason why it will
waste angle problems. The only thing I can see is probably more than the fans since then, your grip is well--captured CG lift CG. Maybe if the hand-held feeling checks, will it leave the nose running while you run a little bit? I'm not saying what's really going on, but just my best guess. Also short-designed together will ampliffany any CG and/or pitch/tram
problems. It will fly, it looks great. Edit: Afwa, failed in a reading capacity. I don't see holes under the fin or they are related to the elevator or the loud CG, but if your grip is below it then the results will be the same. I'll try to move you back a little bit and see where you go. Last Modified: Jul 29, 2019 January 30, 2019 What is the next stage to make this flight?
Fly?
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